INTRODUCTION

Vertebrobasilar dolichoectasia (VBD) [1] is a rare arteriopathy lacking a clear etiology. The principal VBD pathophysiology may reflect aberrant vascular remodeling and degradation of the arterial wall caused by increased blood pressure [2]. The prevalence of VBD ranges from 0.2% to 4.4% [3], but precise data on general populations are lacking. Old age, the male sex, hypertension, smoking, and a history of myocardial infarction have been suggested to be risk factors for VBD [3]. The most sensitive modalities are computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and angiography (MRA). Smoker et al. [4] were the first to derive VBD diagnostic criteria; the vertebrobasilar artery is considered to be dilated if its diameter exceeds 4.5 mm, and is considered to be elongated if it lies lateral to the lateral margin of the clivus or dorsum sellae. The MRA standards proposed by Ubogu and Zaidat [5] consider that a basilar artery

Objectives. Vertebrobasilar dolichoectasia (VBD), an elongation and distension of vertebrobasilar artery, may present with cranial nerve symptoms due to nerve root compression. The objectives of this study are to summarize vestibulocochlear manifestations in subjects with VBD through a case series and to discuss the needs of thorough oto-neurologic evaluation in VBD subjects before selecting treatment modalities.

Methods. Four VBD subjects with vestibulocochlear manifestations were reviewed retrospectively. VBD was confirmed by either brain or internal auditory canal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA). Patient information, medical history, MRI/MRA findings, and audiometry or vestibular function tests were reviewed according to patient’s specific symptom.

Results. Of the four subjects, three presented with ipsilesional sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), three with paroxysmal recurrent vertigo, and two with typewriter tinnitus. The MRI/MRA of the four subjects revealed unilateral VBD with neurovascular compression of cisternal segment or the brainstem causing displacement, angulation, or deformity of the cranial nerve VII or VIII that corresponded to the symptoms.

Conclusion. Vestibulocochlear symptoms such as SNHL, recurrent paroxysmal vertigo, or typewriter tinnitus can be precipitated from a neurovascular compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve by VBD. Because proper medical or surgical treatments may stop the disease progression or improve audiovestibular symptoms in subjects with VBD, a high index of suspicion and meticulous radiologic evaluation are needed when vestibulocochlear symptoms are not otherwise explainable, and if VBD is confirmed to cause audiovestibular manifestation, a thorough oto-neurologic evaluation should be performed before initial treatment.
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length >29.5 mm reflects extension, as does an intracranial, vertebral artery length >23.5 mm, or a deviation >10 mm from the expected course of either artery. Clinical manifestations of VBD vary widely, from asymptomatic status to exertional headache, or even to fatal ischemic stroke or hemorrhage. A mass effect of a tortuous VBD may trigger cranial nerve symptoms attributable to nerve root compression [6]. The facial or trigeminal nerve root is that most commonly affected by adjacent VBD, triggering hemifacial spasm (HFS) or trigeminal neuralgia [7]. Few reports on VBD subjects with vestibulocochlear manifestations have appeared [8]. Such data paucity encouraged us to study VBD subjects with vestibulocochlear symptoms retrospectively. Herein, we review our case series of four VBD subjects presenting with vestibulocochlear symptoms.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of four VBD subjects with vestibulocochlear symptoms between January 2012 and May 2018. Of these, two were male. We collected demographic information, medical histories, the MRI/MRA findings, and audio-vestibular function test results. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (IRB No. B-1810-497-106); the need for informed patient consent was waived.

MRI was performed using a 3T instrument (Achieva and Ingenia; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) fitted with a 32-channel Sense head coil (Philips Healthcare). All subjects underwent brain and/or internal auditory canal (IAC) MRI. All MRI protocols included axial T2-weighted images (T2WIs; field-of-view [FOV], 185×230 mm²; acquisition matrix size, 420×375; section thickness, 5 mm; section gap, 1 mm; repetition time [TR], 3,000 ms; echo time [TE], 80 ms; flip angle, 90°); and axial gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted images (T1WIs; FOV, 185×230 mm²; acquisition matrix size, 420×375; section thickness, 5 mm; section gap, 1 mm; TR, 560 ms; TE, 10 ms; flip angle, 70°) of the whole brain. Three of the four subjects underwent high-resolution T2WI of the IAC featuring three-dimensional (3D), T2-weighted, volume, isotropic, turbo spin-echo acquisition (VISTA) imaging (FOV, 160×160 mm²; acquisition matrix size, 228×228; section thickness, 0.7 mm; overlap, 0.35 mm; TR, 2,000 ms; TE, 250 ms; flip angle, 90°), and 3D gadolinium-enhancing T1WI of the IAC (FOV, 200×200 mm²; acquisition matrix size, 256×256; section thickness, 1 mm; section gap, 1 mm; TR, 9.5 ms; TE, 3.3 ms; flip angle, 8°). Three subjects underwent MRA including time-of-flight intracranial MRA (FOV, 180×180 mm²; acquisition matrix size, 516×359; section thickness, 1.2 mm; overlap, 0.6 mm; TR, 23 ms; TE, 3.5 ms; flip angle, 18°) and gadolinium-enhanced cervical MRA (FOV, 320×350 mm²; acquisition matrix size, 790×550; section thickness, 1.0 mm; overlap, 0.5 mm; TR, 7 ms; TE, 2 ms; flip angle, 27°). Two neuroradiologists blinded to clinical findings evaluated the neurovascular structures of the IAC and the cerebellopontine angle, and assessed whether neurovascular contact was evident between the vestibulocochlear nerve and vertebrobasilar artery. Although non-enhanced CT or CT angiography is a sensitive diagnostic option for VBD, MRI was considered in our study for its distinguished function of delineating VBD and adjacent neural structures [9]. The MRI diagnostic criteria for VBD is listed in Table 1 [4,5,9,10].

Pure tone audiometry (PTA) and speech audiometry tests were performed on three patients reporting subjective hearing loss. The pure-tone average was defined as the average hearing threshold at 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz [11-16]. Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) was defined as over 25 dB of hearing impairment at PTA assessment. Low frequency hearing loss is defined as 70 dB or more in sum of hearing levels at 125, 250, and 500 Hz, whereas the sum of hearing levels of 2, 4, and 8 kHz are less than 60 dB or show less than 10 dB difference of both ears in average hearing level at high frequency (2, 4, and 8 kHz). Two patients presenting with vertigo underwent neurotological examinations. The videonystagmography system (Chartr ENG; ICS Medical, Schaumburg, IL, USA) was used to examine eye movement in the sitting position. Spontaneous nystagmus was analyzed while the subjects attempted to look straight ahead with and without fixation. Positioning- or head-shaking-induced nystagmus was also checked. Head-shaking nystagmus was exam-

| Table 1. MRI diagnostic criteria for VBD [4,5,9,10] |
|---|---|---|
| **Criterion** | **Grade** | **MRI** |
| Diameter | ≤4.5 mm | |
| Height of the BA bifurcation | 0 At or below the dorsum sellae | |
| | 1 Within the suprasellar cistern | |
| | 2 At the level of the third ventricle floor | |
| | 3 Indenting and elevating the third ventricle floor | |
| Lateral position | 0 Midline | |
| | 1 Midline or questionably off midline | |
| | 2 Definitely displaced to the side | |
| | 3 Reaching the cerebellopontine angle | |

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; VBD, vertebrobasilar dolichoectasia; BA, basilar artery.
ined after passive head shaking at a frequency of at least 2 Hz with the neck flexed by 30°. The head impulse test (HIT) was also performed on one patient with (subjective) moderate-to-severe vertigo. Bithermal caloric tests were performed using a water caloric stimulator (model NCI480, ICS Medical). Irrigation was performed in the order of right cool, left cool, right warm, and left warm. Each irrigation proceeded for 30 seconds at a flow rate of 300 mL/min of cool (30°C) or warm (44°C) water. The maximum slow-phase velocity of the nystagmus was determined at each temperature, and canal paresis calculated using the Jongkee's formula.

**RESULTS**

As summarized in Table 2, the ipsilesional audiovestibular symptoms of the four VBD patients included SNHL in three, tinnitus in all four, and vertigo in three. Subject 1 of Table 2 presented principally with HFS, but also ipsilateral hearing loss and tinnitus. The principal complaint of subject 2 was vertigo associated with severe tinnitus. The main symptom of subject 3 was low-frequency hearing loss (LFHL) and tinnitus (that subject had a history of surgery to treat ipsilesional HFS). Subject 4 presented principally with tinnitus and high-frequency hearing loss. Brain MRI/MRA of all four subjects revealed unilateral VBD with neurovascular compression of the cisternal segment or the brainstem causing displacement, angulation, or deformity of cranial nerve VII or VIII.

Subject 1 was a 70-year-old female with chronic, left-side facial twitching that had commenced 10 years prior. The neurological examination revealed HFS on the left side involving the temporal and marginal mandibular branches of the facial nerve. The symptom was associated with left-sided typewriter tinnitus and paroxysmal vertigo; these developed occasionally along with the HFS. She also presented with fluctuating hearing loss in the left ear. On initial presentation, PTA revealed moderate low-frequency SNHLs of 40 dB at 250 Hz and 30 dB at 500 Hz on the left side (Fig. 1A). Her MRI/MRA revealed VBD (height of the basilar artery bifurcation, grade 2; lateral position of the basilar artery, grade 1) (Fig. 1B). A prominently dolichoectatic, left, distal vertebral artery compressed the left vestibulocochlear and facial nerves, causing angulation thereof at the root entry/exit zones and brainstem (Fig. 1B). MRA also revealed a dis tended, tortuous verteobasilar artery (Fig. 1C). Given the aggravating symptoms, microvascular decompression (MVD) surgery was performed. After surgery, the left HFS was relieved immediately but the left-side hearing loss became aggravated (Fig. 1D), probably attributable to surgical trauma. Although paroxysmal vertigo was associated with hearing loss and HFS, vestibular function test is to be evaluated if the symptom aggravates upon the subject's request.

Subject 2, an otherwise healthy 71-year-old female, visited our outpatient clinic complaining of vertigo and right-side type writer tinnitus that had developed suddenly 20 days prior. Her vertigo was severe (numeric rating scale; 10 out of 10); it occurred 10–20 times a day in a paroxysmal manner, with each episode lasting less than 1 minute. The associated right-sided tinnitus was described as similar to the sound made by a typewriter; the paroxysmal nature of the symptoms was severely disturbing her daily life. Subjectively, the vertigo received a Dizziness Handicap Inventory score of 50. Vestibular function was normal as assessed by the HIT and detailed ocular function testing. Also, facial nerve electroneuronography revealed no abnormal finding. Brain MRI/MRA revealed right-sided VBD with a basilar artery bifurcation height of grade 2 and a basilar artery lateral position of grade 2. The axial T2-VISTA image revealed neurovascular compression caused by a dolichotic, right, distal vertebral artery, resulting in indentation of the cisternal segments of the right vestibulocochlear and facial nerves (Fig. 2A).

Also, tortuosity and lateral displacement of the verteobasilar artery were clearly evident on MRA (Fig. 2B). Oxcarbazepine relieved the tinnitus after 6 days and the vertigo after 2 months; the patient was then lost to follow-up.

Subject 3, a 68-year-old male, complained of recent aggravation of right-side hearing loss that had developed suddenly 5 years prior together with recurrent vertigo and ipsilateral tinnitus (Fig. 3A). A follow-up audiogram revealed aggravation of the right-side SNHL (Fig. 3B). A bithermal caloric test conducted at the onset of right-side sudden SNHL (thus 5 years prior) revealed right-side weakness of 33% (Fig. 3C). He had undergone MVD to treat the right-side HFS 10 years prior, but both the pre- and postoperative audiometry tests had revealed bilaterally

---

**Table 2. Summary of symptoms of the four subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (yr)</th>
<th>Dolichoectatic side</th>
<th>HFS</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>Tinnitus</th>
<th>Vertigo</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Audio</th>
<th>VFT</th>
<th>Follow-up (mon)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Paroxysmal</td>
<td>10 yr</td>
<td>LFHL</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Paroxysmal</td>
<td>20 day</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Recurrent</td>
<td>6 yr</td>
<td>SNHL</td>
<td>Caloric weakness: R, 33%</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>(tonal)</td>
<td>3 mon</td>
<td>SNHL</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*HFS, hemifacial spasm; HL, hearing loss; VFT, vestibular function test; F, female; M, male; L, left; R, right; LFHL, low-frequency hearing loss; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss.*

---

*a* The chief complaint of each patient.
Fig. 1. (A) Pure tone audiometry shows moderate low frequency sensorineural hearing loss on the left side. (B) Axial T2-volume, isotropic, turbo spin-echo acquisition (VISTA) image shows obvious angulation with posterior displacement of the left vestibulocochlear and facial nerves at the root entry/exit zone (arrow) due to neurovascular compression caused by dolichoectatic left distal vertebral artery. Dilated right side vertebrobasilar junction with dark signal intensity is caused by previous coil embolization. (C) Intracranial time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography well demonstrates vertebrobasilar dolichoectasia with the basilar artery diameter of 4.6 mm, grade 2 height of the basilar artery bifurcation, and grade 1 lateral position of the basilar artery. (D) Pure tone audiometry 2 months after the surgery shows aggravated sensorineural hearing loss on the left side.
Fig. 2. (A) Axial T2-volume, isotropic, turbo spin-echo acquisition (VISTA) image shows indentation of the right vestibulocochlear and facial nerves at the cisternal segment (arrow) due to neurovascular compression caused by the right distal vertebral artery. (B) Intracranial time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography demonstrates laterally displaced course of the distal vertebral artery. According to Smoker’s criteria, the diameter of basilar artery is 3.8 mm, and the grades for the height of the basilar artery bifurcation and lateral position of the basilar artery are all grade 2.

Fig. 3. Pure tone audiometries performed on initial visit (A) and 5 years later (B) reveal aggravating right-sided sensorineural hearing loss.

(Continued to the next page)
normal hearing. MRI/MRA revealed VBD; the basilar artery diameter was 7 mm, the height of the basilar artery bifurcation was of grade 2, and the lateral position of the basilar artery was of grade 3. A dolichoectatic, right, distal, vertebral artery compressed the brainstem along with the right vestibulocochlear and facial nerves, presumably at the root entry/exit zones and the cisternal segments (Fig. 3D, E). The patient refused any treatment and is being followed-up on a regular basis.

Subject 4, a 37-year-old male, presented with bilateral (but left-dominant) tinnitus that had developed 3 months prior. The tinnitus was aggravated upon swallowing and when the neck muscles were tensed. PTA revealed left, unilateral down-sloping SNHL (Fig. 4A). Notably, the auditory brainstem response (ABR) evaluated on suspicion of a retrocochlear etiology revealed significant prolongation of the wave I–V interpeak interval of the left compared to the right ear (interaural difference, 0.4 ms) (Fig. 4B). The axial T2-VISTA image of IAC-MRI revealed distended, tortuous, left, distal vertebral/anterior, inferior cerebellar arteries triggering neurovascular compression of the left vestibulocochlear and facial nerves at the root entry/exit zones (Fig. 4C, D), along with compression of the left brainstem. VBD was graded as follows: basilar artery diameter 4.5 mm; basilar artery bifurcation height grade 2; and basilar artery lateral position grade 3. He was conservatively managed using ginkgo biloba extract and tianeptine for 6 months, which was associated with moderate improvement of the tinnitus-related symptoms; he was lost to follow-up thereafter.

**DISCUSSION**

VBD is a progressive arterial disease that may directly compress the brainstem and cranial nerves. Clinical manifestation of VBD, often asymptomatic, may vary widely from exertional headache to fatal consequences such as ischemic stroke or hemorrhage. It is considered a potentially severe condition which may cause
dysphagia, choking, quadriplegia or hemiparesis due to posterior fossa compression [5,17]. Compression of the lower brainstem can trigger vestibulocochlear symptoms such as hearing loss, tinnitus, and vertigo. Although far fewer reports have dealt with VBD involving the vestibulocochlear nerve than VBD involving the trigeminal or facial nerve, VBD patients commonly present with audiovestibular symptoms [18]. However, the causal relationships between VBD and such symptoms are often difficult to identify because a correspondence between the compression site and the clinical symptoms may not be obvious. The fact that other factors contributing to audiovestibular symptoms are seldom identified renders it even more difficult to confirm a
relationship between VBD and such symptoms. Probably because of this, reports on vestibulocochlear symptoms caused by VBD are scarce; only a few anecdotal case reports have appeared. For example, a case of unilateral tinnitus caused by VBD [19], a case of downbeat nystagmus probably caused by compressive injury triggered by VBD [20], and a case of unilateral SNHL associated with VBD, were reported recently [8].

Currently, surgery most effectively relieves complications caused by VBD-induced compression injuries. For subjects with HFS, botulinum toxin injection is another treatment option with a relatively low rate of adverse events [21]. Regular toxin injection can be extended to 20 years, but each treatment relieves symptoms for only several months. Therefore, MVD remains the definitive treatment, especially for patients previously treated with botulinum toxin [22]. However, several studies have reported symptom recurrence and serious complications (such as hearing loss and facial nerve palsy) after MVD [23]. Also, MVD may trigger facial hypesthesia, hyperalgesia, and diplopia; in particular, excessive surgical manipulation of vessels can induce cerebellar/brainstem ischemia [24]. Although MVD may thus induce some neurological complications, this surgery remains the most reliable form of treatment as revealed by long-term follow-up studies [25].

In our current case series, subject 1 manifested principally with intolerable HFS associated with ipsilesional low-frequency SNHL, intermittent typewriter tinnitus, and vestibular paroxysmia. The VBD evident on brain MRI/MRA may have compressed not only the facial but also the vestibulocochlear nerve. MVD may have further aggravated the SNHL. As the preoperative SNHL may have been associated with VBD, had an appropriate preoperative neuro-otological examination been conducted, a more focused view of the audiovestibular symptoms may have been possible and postoperative complications anticipated and possibly avoided. The chief complaints of subject 2, vertigo and tinnitus, were both paroxysmal in nature. The unilateral, staccato-like tinnitus with associated paroxysmal vertiginous spells, and the good response to oxcarbazepine, suggest that typewriter tinnitus and vestibular paroxysmia were in play [26,27]; both are caused by compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve by the anterior-inferior cerebellar artery [28]. However, these complaints of subject 2 were attributable to compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve by VBD. The common characteristics of paroxysmal vertigo in subjects 1 and 2 were diagnosed with vestibular paroxysmia (VP), which is a recurrent spontaneous attack of vertigo lasting for a brief duration (from seconds to minutes). Vertigo attack may or may not be provoked by certain position, and it may be accompanied by unilateral hearing loss or tinnitus. Radiologic confirmation of VBD for these subjects contribute to diagnosis of VP for the neuro-vascular cross-compression demonstrated on MRI falls in the diagnostic criteria of VP. VP could be successfully treated with carbamazepine and oxcarbazepine, whereas surgical treatment could be considered to patients who do not respond to medical treatment [29]. Thus in the case of these two subjects, diagnosis of VBD could aid in planning the treatment, for surgical approach is considerable if symptom persists. Subject 3 had undergone MVD to treat severe HFS 10 years prior. The HFS was relieved and hearing preserved postoperatively, but ipsilesional SNHL developed 5 years later and became gradually aggravated. Although we cannot be sure that the SNHL was attributable only to cochlear nerve compression by VBD, the persistent VBD tortuosity on follow-up MRI/MRA and the otherwise inexplicable, ipsilesional cochleovestibular loss documented by audio-vestibular function testing support our presumptive diagnosis. In subject 4, VBD compressed the left brainstem rather than the cisternal segment of the vestibulocochlear nerve. Given the ipsilesional nature of the SNHL, prolongation of the wave I–V interpeak interval, and the absence of any other retrocochlear pathology on MRI/MRA, we strongly suspect that the retrocochlear SNHL was caused by compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve by VBD. SNHL in ipsilesional side of VBD were present in three subjects, with the aspect of LFHL for subject 1 and down sloping audiogram for subjects 3 and 4. The principle complaint for subjects 3 (progressive hearing loss) and 4 (tonal tinnitus) were related to cochlear nerve impairment. The fact that lateral displacement of these two were more severe (grade 3) than other two subjects may imply the clinical correlation of anatomical presentation of VBD and cochlear function, which may be discussed in further studies.

All four subjects presented with symptoms caused by compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve by VBD, but with different principal complaints. Thus, the principal vestibulocochlear symptoms induced by VBD can vary. Whether the audiovestibular symptoms of VBD subjects are caused solely by anatomical compression of the vestibulocochlear nerve, or whether other mechanisms are in play, has previously been debated [18,20]. The anterior vestibular artery, which supplies the labyrinth, is particularly vulnerable to ischemia because it lacks collateral vessels [30]. Thus, ischemic injury at a specific location induced by VBD compression, rather than compression per se, may trigger fluctuating, aggravating, or delayed audiovestibular symptoms [18,20]. Therefore, in subjects with such symptoms, the possibility of vestibulocochlear nerve compression by VBD must be considered and thoroughly evaluated not only via brain or IAC MRI/MRA but also by performing a detailed neurootological examination. Our Subjects 1 and 2 had not been referred to otologists; in addition, they had not received appropriate pre-treatment or audiovestibular evaluations. Subjects 2 and 4 were lost to follow up after short follow-up period during conservative management. Although the symptoms improved after treatment, the progress of VBD and associated symptoms are currently not under surveillance, and this may be a weak point of our case series. Although the prevalence of audiovestibular symptoms induced by VBD may be low, a precise diagnosis aids treatment selection and predicts the clinical course. Also, if VBD is confirmed radiologically, a meticulous neurootological evalua-
tion including audiometry, ABR, and detailed vestibular function testing should be performed before initial treatment. Depending on the principal complaints and the extent to which VBD compresses the vestibulocochlear nerve, MVD, or carbamazepine- or gabapentin-based medication, may be considered.

Taken together, vestibulocochlear symptoms such as SNHL, paroxysmal vertigo, or typewriter tinnitus can be precipitated by neurovascular compression of the eighth cranial nerve by VBD. As appropriate management including MVD, or carbamazepine- or gabapentin-based medication, may stop disease progression and/or improve symptoms in subjects with VBD, a high index of suspicion and meticulous radiological evaluation are needed when vestibulocochlear symptoms are not otherwise explicable. Moreover, if VBD is confirmed and is considered to cause audiovestibular manifestations, a thorough neurotological evaluation is recommended prior to treatment.
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